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  CLUB-1TOP
Number: 25.2490

 
The CLUB system from IMG Stage Line: compact full range speaker, subwoofer
and amplifier perfectly matched to each other and in combination provide a
top-quality performance and considering the dimensions and price, they are
simply fascinating! The units of the CLUB series from IMG Stage Line provide
unique possibilities, whether applied individually or together with other PA
products of highest quality! Pair of professional PA speaker systems, 2 x

160WMAX, 2 x 100WRMS/8  
An extra compact PA speaker system of perfect quality, suitable for applications in
trendy bars and restaurants, music cafés, in lounges, bars and clubs as well as for PA
application of highest requirements in adjoining areas of discotheques. In combination
with the CLUB-1SUB and the STA-1603CLUB, a full-range system of amazingly high
volume levels can be created, too. Furthermore, it is also ideally suited as a mobile
system, both for announcements and presentations. With a subwoofer addition, it is
also suitable for DJ applications. High-quality lacquered MDF cabinet with full front
grille cased with acoustic foam. Six thread inserts (M8) and a standard stand sleeve at
the bottom for really universal mounting possibilities. Configuration: a
high-performance 16cm bass-midrange speaker with carbon fibre cone and a
waveguide dome tweeter for an absolutely undistorted reproduction of the high
frequencies. Perfect tonality for a pleasant perception of the music and precise speech
intelligibility at all levels. SPEAKER IN/OUT for an easy parallel connection.
The shape and size of the CLUB-1TOP are designed in such a way that the ambience
of the location ist still maintained even in larger rooms with a decentralised
arrangement of several speakers for acoustic reasons. For driving the system, an
amplifier STA-1503CLUB is perfectly suitable at which 1, 2, 4 or even 8 CLUB-1TOP
speakers can be operated per mid-high range channel (4 or 8 in corresponding
series/parallel circuits). The power capability of the amplifier is quite high when
connecting one or two speakers, but the volume capability of the speakers is still
almost fully utilised when connecting 8 speakers. The application of multichannel
amplifiers STA-... from IMG Stage Line (STA-1504 to STA-1508) at which up to two
CLUB-1TOP speakers per channel can perfectly be operated in parallel may be an
alternative. discret 02/2011
"Above all, the CLUB system impresses by a sophisticated concept for a high
flexibility, reliability and a solid quality with high level reserves. The system surely
provides a high power capability, great features and a good workmanship for its price
and the sound is more than adequate for many applications in trendy clubs, bars and
restaurants, even applications of high requirements.   tools4music 01/2011
"The CLUB system from IMG Stage Line impresses by a full bass reproduction and
pleasant high frequencies. The CLUB system can perfectly be matched to individual
requirements and be extended any time by adding further components. The basic
equipment already presents an appealing picture." + Compact size + Resistant cabinet
+ Two Speakon jacks   SOUNDCHECK 10/2010
"Lightweight top speakers of a compact size with extensive crossover network ...
money put on operational reliability!"
  "A nice compact size and unobtrusive appearance. A well-balanced bass
reproduction, an appealing midrange and a very enjoyable reproduction of the high
frequencies - simply very nice. Offers various possibilities for extension."
(on the CLUB system) Beat 69, 07-08/2011
"A multi-purpose system showing high stability and reliability in continuous
operation. The small satellites provide an assertively pleasant sound. The subwoofers
feature a dynamic and full sound. The CLUB system ensures sophisticated, compact
and reliable PA applications of high quality at a fair price."
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Technical Facts
System 2-way bass-reflex

Bass speaker 16cm (6.5")

Tweeter dome tweeter with 
waveguide

Power capabilities

Music power 160WMAX

Power rating 100WRMS

General information

Impedance 8  

Frequency range 55-21,000Hz

SPL (1W/1m) 90dB

Max. rated SPL 110dB

Admiss. ambient temp. 0-40 °C

Dimensions 210x300x260mm

Inputs 1 x SPEAKER  

Outputs 1 x SPEAKER

Weight 6kg
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